Current Job Sites

- **Chronicle of Higher Ed**: A newspaper and website that presents news, information, and jobs for college and university faculty and Student Affairs professionals (staff members and administrators).

- **Dice.com**: The Career Hub for Tech Insiders.

- **Diverse Issues in Higher Education**: As you continue to look for creative solutions to diversify your candidate pool, please look no further than Diversejobs.net, the online diversity recruitment solution from Diverse: Issues in Higher Educations. Diversejobs.net has the most diverse talent pool of candidates of any higher education job board. Our job seekers are 65% African American, 8% Hispanic, 4% Asian American, and 2% American Indian. Of these readers 56% are existing executives and administrators and 20% faculty. In addition 60% are women. Not only are your jobs featured on our site, they are made available on a number of other regional job boards in our network from California to Washington, DC.

- **HigherEdJobs**: Higher education’s leading recruitment service, helping colleges and universities attract faculty, administrators and executives for over a decade. Over 65,000 jobs a year are posted to HigherEdJobs.com from more than 2,900 colleges and universities across the US and around the world. The site is visited over 1.5 million times each month by talented higher education professionals.

- **Inside Higher Ed**: The free daily news Web site for people who work in higher education. Breaking news, lively debate and thousands of jobs at institutions around the country and around the world bring more than 500,000 monthly readers to the site. Online. Daily. Free. Ahead of the curve. Recruit with Inside Higher Ed to reach the world's smartest people.

- **Monster.com**: The original and premier provider of global online recruitment solutions, bringing together employers and job seekers to improve their lives.

- **ScholarlyHires.com**: A new time-efficient and cost-effective academic job advertising site for colleges and universities with a uniquely powerful keyword-based search engine that helps applicants find higher education job postings much easier, both on-site and off-site. We handle Staff, Faculty and even Post-Doc positions. What sets us apart is the powerful search tool, speed and ease of use of the website, long posting times (of up to six months), and great value. Approximately 14% of applicants are Hispanic, 19% Asian and 63% female.
Diversity Media Package Sites:

- **WorkplaceDiversity.com**, the source for diversity talent®, is the preeminent job search web site for corporate recruiters who are seeking experienced diverse talent. Our goal is to create a connection between companies that support diversity and experienced, distinct candidates by providing one location for recruiters to post open positions.

- **The National Urban League** is a historic civil rights organization dedicated to economic empowerment in order to elevate the standard of living in historically underserved urban communities. Founded in 1910 and headquartered in New York City, the National Urban League spearheads the efforts of its local affiliates through the development of programs, public policy research and advocacy. Today, the National Urban League has 95 affiliates serving 300 communities, in 35 states and the District of Columbia, providing direct services that impact and improve the lives of more than 2 million people nationwide.

- **Mamiverse** is the first in-depth digital hub to specifically cater to Hispanic families, providing quality information for the primary decision maker of any Latino home: Mom. The platform gained national prominence when selected by First Lady Michelle Obama for a historic live-stream ‘Mom Chat’ discussing issues important to Latina moms. Reaching millions, Mamiverse empowers Latinas to reach beyond their expectations to attain the career of their dreams.

- **The Latin American Association**’s mission is to help Latino individuals and families achieve their aspirations for academic, social and economic advancement. Established in 1972, the LAA serves more than 50,000 individuals annually with a goal help Latinos achieve self-sufficiency, put down roots, build a better life for themselves and their families, and contribute to strong, thriving communities.

- **AsianLife.com**, the first and largest network of its kind, is a truly worldwide, Pan-Asian online community with Asian America at its core. At AsianLife.com, Asian professionals can cultivate their careers, connect with people, and be a part of the exploding global Asian community.

- **Hispanic Today**, your best choice for diversity careers, job hunting, and educational advice within the Hispanic community. All the companies seen throughout our website are actively recruiting Hispanic-Americans. Each one seen here is dedicated to diversity and equal-opportunity and eagerly wants to hire the brightest and most hard-working that the Hispanic American talent pool has to offer. At Hispanic-Today we seek to bridge recruiting companies with job-seekers. The companies and brands you see here have acknowledged that diversity and
inclusion are the best way to succeed and are specifically looking to recruit Hispanic candidates. In addition Hispanic Today has been recognized by the OFCCP as one of the best ways to achieve your companies GFE’s within the Hispanic community.

• **Black Perspective**, dedicated to promoting diversity and inclusion as well as equal-opportunity in the workplace. For this reason we act as a bridge between companies who are actively recruiting African American candidates within that targeted talent pool. Additionally The Black Perspective is recognized by the OFCCP as one of the best ways to extend your companies GFE’s with an eye toward compliance.

• **Hispanic-Jobs.com**, the most affordable job board to find bilingual/Spanish-speaking professionals ranging from entry level to executive level – nationwide.

• **Veterans Enterprise**, dedicated to providing employment, education and advancement opportunities for America's servicemen and women who have returned home from deployment or are simply transitioning to the private sector. Every advertisement seen on this site is from a company dedicated to recruiting our highly trained veterans and tapping into their ingrained discipline, versatility, leadership and expertise. We at the Veterans Enterprise also recognize these skills and serve to promote their inclusion into the workforce alongside other diverse candidates.

• **Women in Business**, dedicated to promoting diversity and inclusion as well as equal-opportunity in the workplace. For this reason we act as a bridge between companies who are actively recruiting women candidates within that targeted talent pool. Additionally Women in Business is recognized by the OFCCP as one of the best ways to extend your companies GFE’s with an eye toward compliance.

• **Beyond.com**, comprised of thousands of niche career sites and hundreds of specialized Talent Communities. This powerful network structure allows us to precisely target professionals in your desired area and industry, and deliver the most highly-qualified candidates for any open position. And, our unique niche approach and focus on career management drive the affinity relationships, repeat visitors and more engaged members that improve the results of any candidate search.

• **LinkedIn**: Global Talent Organization.

**Veterans Media Package Sites:**
• **RecruitMilitary.com**: A veteran-owned firm dedicated to helping you achieve your dreams: education, veteran jobs and civilian careers, new business and franchise ownership, training, and much more.

• **VetJobs**: The leading military job board per WEDDLE's, Workforce Management Magazine, AIRS, Reader's Digest & BusinessWeek. VetJobs is for all transitioning military, veterans, DOD civilians and their family members. VetJobs Employment Assistance section provides career advice and assessment tools and prepares a candidate for the job search and interviewing process. VetJobs is sponsored by the Veterans of Foreign Wars and endorsed by many veteran service organizations. Candidates may post a resume and can apply directly to thousands of employers in the jobs database. Leading site for security clearance jobs and candidates.

• **Be a Hero - Hire a Hero**: We were created to show our appreciation for all the sacrifices our men and women serving in the military have made. Now it is our turn to give back! Veterans are in need of assistance as they transition back into civilian life, seeking employment and becoming productive members of the workforce. We are here to help. What makes us different from the rest is that Be A Hero-Hire A Hero offers a sound solution to a unique set of challenges; making the transition from military to the civilian workplace simple. For us it is not just a one day event but an ongoing support system for our corporate partners and job seekers as well.

• **Job Opportunities for Disabled American Veterans**: A public charity with a mission to reduce the unemployment rate amongst individuals and veterans with disabilities. We accomplish this in a number of ways such as Scholarships, Job Fairs and through our Microsoft IT Academy Program. At point here is our national job boards: disABLEDperson.com and Job Opportunities For Disabled American Veterans or JOFDAV.com. disABLEDperson, Inc. is a branded name in the disabled and military communities respectively in the U.S. Both our boards are state of the art with functionality such as Automatic Batch Job Postings through our API, Activity Reports, Geocentric Job Displays, Email Job Alerts to Job Seekers and SMS Texting Job Alerts to Job Seekers.